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June’s profile of a well-designed living space
t h e m o n t h Take a look at a photo gallery at www.newsobserver.com, search home&garden.

The impulse toward Modern design is shown here with the cantilevered bay windows and with ample
glass doors on the first floor, including underneath the screen porch.

the back exterior

PHOTOS BY STEVEN CLIPP

The Home of the Month series is a collaborative effort with the N.C. State University College of Design through its Home Environments Design Initiative. Featured
homes, selected by an expert panel, highlight the benefits of good home design and represent the diversity of homes and home renovations designed by North Carolina
architects. The stories, written by faculty, graduate students and alumni of the School of Architecture, bring to light the exemplary attributes of each home. Our goal
is to offer inspiration and knowledge that can be applied to your living space.

Love meets

Modern

The space in the hallway, kitchen and front entry is opened
with light from skylights, windows and a large glass panel.

A Hillsborough house blends
an edgy aesthetic, homey
warmth and sylvan wonder
BY SARAH CORBITT
CORRESPONDENT

h

H
ome, hearth and warmth. Few would deny the
appeal and comfort of those words.
Now add steel tensioning members, concrete
floors and Modern art. Still at home? Yes. At the
intersection of capital-M Modern and love, we
find the Twersky/Beauclair residence in Hillsborough.
It’s a place to take your shoes off, settle in and witness
the sylvan wonder of the Eno River. And it’s Modern and
edgy. The balance between these two impulses was
achieved with attention to the hallmarks of home, with
careful selection of materials, finishes and color, and with
a playful and entertaining plan.
“Impossible” is how Renee Beauclair Twersky describes
the odds of finding an existing home like this.
She likes warm; husband Jack Twersky likes sleek.
When the couple decided to build, they spent hours poring
over books in the home of architect Steven Clipp, their
longtime friend. Frank Lloyd Wright turned out to be the
bridge between the pair’s competing aesthetics — and
they went with it.
Clipp brought them an initial design. Six months later
the design was little changed, and they broke ground.
“You push a design as far as the owners let you,” Clipp
SEE CLIPP, PAGE 4E

Long may daylilies wave
BY CATHERINE BOLLINGER
CORRESPONDENT

aylily season is here. Orange ditch
lilies wave at passing cars, Department of Transportation plantings glow beside major interchanges, and
most Piedmont dwellers with a patch of
sunny
garden
have at least a
few daylilies ornamenting their
landscapes.
I know I do —
Seeds from your diary
more than a few,
actually.
This time of year, we step out into the
cool of the morning and patrol the front
garden to see which daylilies have
opened. Will it be ‘Dancing Lions,’ ‘Tiny
Pumpkin,’ ‘Little Grapette’ or maybe
‘Brocaded Gown’?
The names give hints about the appear-

D

Snippings

ance of the flowers.
vour every one, leav‘Dancing Lions’ has big,
ing the denuded stalk
tall, bright gold flowers
behind to taunt me.
that nod in every breeze.
I’ve found only one
Some flowers have darkstrategy that works
er centers called eyes.
(mostly) to protect my
Some have more ruffles
daylilies:
stinky
than a prom dress, with
sprays.
sweet fragrances that inYou can buy them
vite closer appreciation.
or mix your own, but
And if you choose
be sure to coat every
your varieties carefully,
bud. I’m convinced
you can have a few Deer find ‘Dancing Lions’ and that the deer in my
other daylilies attractive.
blooming from late
yard taste every flowPHOTO BY THOMAS SCHEITLIN
spring through early
er, just in case I miss
fall.
one.
My biggest problem with daylilies used Catherine Bollinger of Pittsboro has been
to be their propensity to multiply. Now I
gardening in the area for more than 40
have a much bigger problem — deer. In
years. Look for her diary entries every
early spring, the deer graze on emerging
week or so. Meanwhile, drop in your
leaves. Then they wait until the flower own garden snippings — words and picbuds are about to open before they detures — at share.triangle.com.
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Twersky/
Beauclair
residence
Architect
Steven Clipp
Architecture, 22
Kendall Drive, Chapel
Hill; 929-7838
Project location
Hillsborough
Square footage 3,000
Key attributes
Striking Modern
interior, warm finishes,
attention to natural
site, fitting in with the
neighbors
Cost
$475,000
Installation and
design of radiant
floor system
Solar Consultants,
601 Old Halifax Road,
Louisburg; 831-5304

Show your colors
for the Fourth of July
BY PAIGE P HELPS
AND M ARIANA GREENE
THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

DALLAS

ith patriotism running high this election year, why
not deck your home in vintage-inspired décor for
the Fourth of July? Try tea-stained bunting, reproduced Civil War-era textiles, red and white garden
flowers and, of course, plenty of stars and stripes.
Since the 1990s, when Martha Stewart began showing examples of frame colonials draped in red, white and blue cotton
bunting, manufacturers and how-to magazines have come up
with ways to embellish the house for an old-fashioned Fourth
regardless of whether you have a porch railing.
With this being an election year, your decor can do double
duty. You could properly leave the red, white and blue up
until after the Nov. 4 election.
For ideas about decorating for the Fourth, turn to Page 10E.
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’SCAPES:

PHOTOJOURNALIST JOHN ROTTET EXPLORES THE BEAUTY OF NATURE, THE ELEGANCE OF
ARCHITECTURE AND THE DETAILS OF THE SURROUNDINGS THAT MAKE OUR COMMUNITY UNIQUE.

The approach to the Twersky/Beauclair house features an arching concrete walkway.
PHOTOS BY STEVEN CLIPP

CLIPP
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1E

THE

COUNTERTOP FACTORY,INC.
ONLY
1ST QUALITY
3CM STONE
S
G
ATISFACTION

UARANTEED

GRANITE

www.thecountertopfactory.com | 6009 TRIANGLE DR., RALEIGH 919-510-9001

†

56% more energy efficient in summer

Save $100
per window

Color and guts

(minimum purchase 6 windows)

Color makes its boldest statement in the kitchen, where a red
concrete counter is complemented by classic square tile in green.
Showy chandeliers from the
owners’ private collection command attention in the kitchen
and dining area.
Steel tension cables in the
great room and master bedroom
structurally anchor the house.
They supply the gutsy backdrop
for the owners’ art collection —
paintings, prints, wall hangings
and a sculpture or two. More important, they fit right in.
The neighbors might not know
what unfolds inside the residence.
Sited on 3.2 acres along the Eno
River, the house has an exterior
that sticks with a traditional language: horizontal siding, sloped
roofs, a two-car garage.
But among this design vocabulary are noticeable tweaks. Red
framed windows stand out
against traditional putty-colored
fiber-cement planks. The cantilevered bays are sheathed in
3-inch siding, different from the
8-inch siding on the main
house.
The two nooks cantilever into
the landscape and echo the large
screen porch off the great room.
A playroom underneath the
great room opens to the backyard with large windows and
sliding glass doors.
The Modernist impulse is

– and –

Save 10%
off Patio &
French Doors

You can save hundreds,
maybe thousands!
America’s
only

replacement
windows

The best decision you make is who does the work.

• 22 color combinations • Maintenance-free
• Custom built for your home
Call for your FREE in-home consultation

1-866-229-1523
or Click

www.renewalnc.com

† 45% more energy efficient in winter and 56% in summer as compared to ordinary dual pane glass.
* DETAILS OF OFFER- Offer expires Aug. 31, 2008. Not valid with other offers or prior purchases. Financing available with
approved credit only. “Renewal by Andersen” and the Renewal by Andersen logo are trademarks of Andersen Corporation. All
other marks where denoted are marks of Andersen Corporation. © 2008 Andersen Corporation. All rights reserved.

Even the master bath has views down two axes. Touches
such as wood beams and custom tiling invite one to linger.

The master suite melds large walls of windows with warm
paint and reveals part of the house’s structural system.
Lower level

Crawl
space
Play room
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Master
bedroom

Storage

N

Master
bath

Study

Bath

Main level

Great room

Bedroom

Foyer
Utility

Screen
porch
Garage

Kitchen
Office

there, but it’s hard to spot — just
as the house nestles gracefully
into the sloping landscape.

A house becomes home
Clipp created a series of
hipped roofs instead of a large,
dominating single roof. These
roofs also help the house look
“grown” — a term intended to
describe a house that has evolved
to precisely suit the needs of its
owners. A grown house is a
house that has become a home.
Small areas of grass are planted
around the screen porch and the
front entry. Clipp crafted an interesting roof cutout in front that
provides light and space for a treasured Japanese maple. Bushes
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The wavy glass windows of the Durham County Judicial Building reflect the Trinity United Methodist Church steeple in downtown Durham. The judicial building was built in 1976
to take the place of the old Durham County Courthouse across the street. Trinity United
Methodist was built in 1924-1925 to replace the former church after a devastating fire.
The original church congregation dates to the early 1830s. The church has occupied the
current site at 215 N. Church St. since 1861.

says, “but in a good way.”
Clipp’s plan is, at core, an Lshape. Added to the L are two large
rooms — living room and master
suite — set off-axis at 15 degrees.
Big bay windows cantilever off
these large rooms, but follow the
angles of the original L. These enormous, light-filled nooks catch the
eye; the visual dynamism keeps the
house open and creates what Clipp
calls “a wow factor.”
Clipp complemented the rectangular geometry of the house
with a large arc that runs from
the front yard
into the living
room.
Outside, the arc is
a curved concrete path to
the entry. Inside, it transforms into a
carving in the
Architect
floor that conSteven Clipp nects the foyer
with the heart
of the house, the great room.
The great room’s vaulted ceiling,
large expanses of glass and views
through to the screened-in porch
beckon the visitor to the center.
There, all the parts of home are
gathered together — a large concrete hearth, a prominent stovetop
in the kitchen and an informal dining table. And wood.
Wood, along with many other
welcoming touches, warms the
house. Light-colored baseboards
and custom built-in cabinets and
shelves soften the space. The pale
sealed-pine finish is set off by a
slightly darker concrete floor,
stained a shade of terra cotta.
Skylights in the kitchen and
exposed beams running through
the master bath bring in nature.
Custom tiling around the master
bath tub provides stylish luxury.
Recessed lighting throughout
paints a subtle wash of light.
Each thoughtful detail — plus
a radiant floor system — helps
create a cozy retreat for the
Twersky/Beauclair family.
And then there is what’s
Modern.

line the front of the house. Otherwise, landscaping, like the house
itself, yields to the sweeping views
of the river beyond.
Two years after moving in, the
couple love their sleek but warm
house.
Renee Beauclair Twersky says
of the design, “It just felt right.”
Clipp is satisfied with his role in
helping his friends meld their
styles and households. Building
together, he says, “is one of the
most fun things a couple can do”.
Sarah Corbitt is a graduate
student in the Master of
Architecture program at NCSU
with an interest in magnificent
architecture and sustainable
energy systems.
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